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Abstract— The cloud user may scale up or down their resource needs from cloud provider depending on their requirements. In cloud environment preventing overloading of different virtual machines on physical machines and making efficient use of resources becomes major problem. In this paper we make use of virtualization technique for allocating resources to different business users depending on their needs i.e. for mapping different virtual machines to physical machines depending on their resource needs. And to avoid overloading we use load prediction algorithm, green computing technique for minimizing number of physical machines used as long as they can satisfy resource needs and making efficient use of PM’s.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we mainly concentrates only on two main concepts overload avoidance and green computing. We also learn about how a service provider of cloud can best multiplexing its virtual resources. A cloud model should satisfy all resource needs of all business customers regardless of elasticity nature of its entire service user. Thus a cloud model is expected to have a scale up and down in order to manage the load variation. In this paper cloud model which we propose can also reduce the hardware cost and electricity can be saved. In existing VMM such as Xen the mapping of virtual machine to the physical machines a mechanism provided by the virtual machine monitors are hidden from the cloud users. So it’s the responsibility of the cloud providers to make the resources meet their needs. The live migration technology of VM makes VM and PM mapping possible even under execution running. The two main goals that we achieve here are.

1. The utilization of PM’s should be done efficiently by making use of each PM’s to their maximum threshold.
2. The number of PM’s should be minimized this can be achieved by combining different types of workloads nicely and effectively.

Thus in this case we have to maintain the utilization of PM’s high to satisfy their needs.

The three main contributions we have made in this paper are

- To avoid overloading we develop a load prediction algorithm that helps our resource allocation system to efficiently allocate resources to all virtual machines and also minimizes the total number of servers used.
- To measure unevenness in multi-dimensional resource environment we introduce a concept called "skewness" it will help in combining different types of workload.
- We also use green computing to minimize the number of PM’s used to satisfy resource needs of all VM’s. To save energy Idle PM’s can be turned off.

A. Virtual Machine Monitors

A VMM is nothing but a software program that permits the creation, management and governance of virtual machines and it handles each operation of virtualization environment on top PM.

B. Virtualization

Virtualization is a process of creating a virtual version of resource such as server, storage, network or even an operating system. It results in sharing of single CPU among various operation systems. Memory can be shared using more level of indirections. Virtualization architecture gives an illusion through a hypervisor.

C. Virtual machine

VM is a software implementation of a computing environment in which we can install an operating system or program and run. Amazon’s cloud uses Xen VMM for virtualization infrastructure though it provides mapping of virtual machines to physical resources the mapping is largely hidden from the user. The users of Amazon EC2 service for example they do not know where their VM instance runs. Even though Xen provides live migration technique the policy issue remains as how to decide mapping efficiently so that the resource demands of all VMs are met with the number of PMs used minimized and this becomes challenging when resource needs of VMs are heterogeneous.
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II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

PM executes Virtual Machine Monitor (Xen hypervisor) which will supports a entitled domain 0 and one or more domain U.VM machine of each domain U supports one or more applications such as remote desktop, mail etc. The Usher framework facilitates multiplexing of VMs to PMs. The system which we present can be viewed as a set of plug-ins to Usher. VMM it act as primary software behind virtualization environment and implementation. VMM provides facilities such as creation of VM’s, each with a separate applications and operating system. Usher central controller gathers history of resources from each PM, VMM (Virtual Machine Monitor) runs in Usher central controller. The VM scheduler receives load history of PMs and demand history of VMs. The Predictor consists of several components such as predictor, hot spot solver, cold spot solver, migration list. Where predictor used to predict future load, hot spot and cold spot used for skewness.

![System Architecture Diagram](image)

Fig.1 system architecture

III. ALGORITHMS

A. Load Prediction

To predict the load on PMs we need to estimate the future resource needs of VMs. We make our load prediction depending on the past resource load on each VMs. One solution is to examine the VM for application level statistics depending on the past resource load on each VMs. One

Where $E(t)$ is estimated load and $O(t)$ is observed load at time $t$. $\alpha$ is tradeoff between stability and responsiveness. We use the following two parameter for combining multiple requests.

$$E(t) = \alpha E(t-1) + (1-\alpha) O(t), \quad 0 \leq \alpha \leq 1$$

B. Skewness

It measures the unevenness utilization of PMs or servers which are used to satisfy the resource needs of VMs. When the value of skewness is high then it means multiple servers are used to satisfy the resource needs. By minimizing this value we can combine multiple workloads nicely and hence we can improve utilization servers to satisfy resource needs.

C. Threshold

It is the intensiveness of PMs that must be exceeded for certain condition or particular results.

We use two types of threshold values here.

1. **Hot threshold**: A threshold value that indicates maximum number of resource request a server can handle without overloading.

2. **Cold threshold**: A threshold value that indicates minimum number of resource request that a server must handle.

In this paper a server can be defined as hot spot if utilization of resources is above the hot threshold. This indicates that the server is under over utilization and hence some resource request should be moved to other servers or PMs. In similar way a server can be defined as cold spot if utilization of resources is below the Cold threshold. So if the system is in cold spot it means the server is not being used efficiently so resource request should be moved to other server and this system must be turned off for energy saving purpose.

The temperature of a hotspot can be defined as square sum of its resource utilization above the hot threshold.

$$\text{temperature} = p - \sum (r-t)^2$$

Where $p$ and $r_i$ is the hot threshold for resource $r_i$ and $R$ is the set of overloaded resources. The degree of the overload will be indicated by the temperature of hot spot. By using this temperature or overload of a server we can predict the future workload on a particular server or PM.

D. Green computing

In this paper we support Green Computing by minimizing the number of servers in use. To save energy some of the active server can be turned off only when if the resource utilization of active server is low. Here the challenge is by giving importance on reducing number of active servers in use we should not degrade performance now or in future and we should avoid variation in the system.

Our Green Computing Algorithm will be invoked only when the average resource utilization of all resources on active servers are less than some green computing threshold. Before going to shutdown the active server which are in use we should migrate all its VMs, this can be done by sorting the list of all cold spots in the system in ascending order based on their memory size. The cold spot with lowest cost will be eliminated first. For each VM on cold spot $p$ we try to find a destination server to migrate it and finally all VMs of cold spot $p$ will be moved to that destination. After migrating all VMs to destination server, the resource utilization of
accepting server should be below hot threshold. Over-doing migration process may result in hot spots in future the hot threshold is designed to prevent this. However we accept cold spot as destination server while migration. By keeping the record of sequence of migration will help in predicting load on a server in advance.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper the resource management concept in cloud computing is implemented successfully and we have accomplished the overload avoidance using load prediction algorithm and the green computing concept achieved successfully. To make server utilization efficient we used the concept of skewness that will combine various VMs.
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